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Seal colors on Series 1934 Federal Reserve Notes
These star notes are classic vivid yel-
low-green seal Federal Reserve Notes.
C00002962* was numbered on
January 28, 1935, in a run of 2,000
sheets bearing serials C00000001*-
C00024000*. H00005350* was num-
bered on November 26, 1934, in a
run of 1,000 sheets bearing serials
H00000001*-H00012000*.

INITIALLY THE COLOR OF THE SEALS AND SERIAL NUMBERS
on Series of 1934 Federal Reserve Notes was a vivid yellow-green. This
was followed by a transition period when the seals began to exhibit a steely
bluish cast that got progressively more intense with time while the yellow

hue was being diminished. Eventually, over the next two years, the seals became
fully blue green, best described as a pale, steely blue green.

A popular early collecting pursuit was to attempt to form low denomi-
nation district sets of the vivid yellow-green seals because they were so attrac-
tive. Part of their appeal was that the backs also were printed using a soft-
appearing yellow-green ink, yielding a very pleasing looking note.

The early small note catalogers, namely Leon Goodman, John
Schwartz and Chuck O'Donnell, recognized
the end member varieties, and acknowledged
collector interest in them. Accordingly they
attempted to split the Series of 1934 into two
parts by seal color.

Regrettably, they chose the mislead-
ing nomenclature "light" and "dark" green to
describe these colors. That decision proved
to be a major problem.

The Federal Reserve entries in the catalog were largely the work of
Chuck O'Donnell. The problem was that he apparently had classic male red-
green color blindness, a visual impairment that I also share. The result was that
he responded to the intensity of the colors, not to the colors themselves, so to
him, the vivid yellow-green seals looked dark, just opposite to what other collec-
tors meant when they called such a note light green! I discovered this while vis-
iting him in the late 1960s.

The result was that when people reported serial numbers for use in suc-
cessive editions of the GSO Standard Handbook of Modern U. S. Paper Money,
there was considerable mis-communication, so notes got listed under the wrong   
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headings. The problem was recognized fairly early on, so the light green seals
were redefined to mean the vivid yellow-green seals, but the damage was
done. A lot of data in the catalog was mixed.

John Schwartz has been trying to straighten the listings out ever
since, but with difficulty, because the listed notes are not available to him to
make the call. I have worked on most editions of the catalog over the years,
and have argued that we should replace the ambiguous "light" and "dark"
green nomenclature with the more appropriate "vivid yellow-green" and "dull
blue-green."

Independently, Chet Krause, recent publisher of the Standard
Handbook, took a strong interest in the problem, and made a concerted for-
ward step to help by getting his printers to carefully reproduce the greens
found on the notes, and print these as guides on the back cover of the catalog.
Notice the great job they did with the 6th edition published in 2005. At least
now there was no longer any ambiguity about what color was supposed to go
with "light" and "dark".

Just recently, John Schwartz and I had another exchange on this
topic. He agrees that the current nomenclature leaves much to be desired,
and conceded that he'll abandon the "light" and "dark" stuff in some future
edition.

At this point, it is fair for you to question my ability to distinguish
between the colors. There is no question that I have male red-green color
blindness. I first discovered this when I went for an eye exam while in col-
lege. I leafed through a booklet in the waiting room that was a visual test for
it. The booklet contained a series of pictures consisting of various colored
dots. If you passed you saw one thing, if you failed you saw something entire-
ly different. I failed virtually every one!

I do see color, just not what you may see. So how can I make the call
on a note? I can distinguish between the vivid yellow-green and dull blue-
greens in decent light, but the transition hues eat my lunch. It is hard for me
to distinguish the onset of the steely blue casts on the transition notes,
because I confuse them with the vivid yellow-greens. I have to view such
notes under strong light, preferably sunlight, and have examples of unam-
biguous yellow-green and blue-green reference end member for comparison.
I don't make these calls well in poorly lit bourse rooms when someone simply
hands me a note, and asks what is it!

One frustrating fact for all of us was that the changeover serial num-
bers were unknown between the classic vivid yellow-green seals, and the later
varieties. No records seem to exist at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
documenting the changes.

The first breakthrough came with the $5s. No $5 FRNs were print-
ed between late 1937 and early 1941, but the changeover occurred during that
interval. We have data on the first regular serial numbers printed by year, so
it was easy to deduce the high serials for the regular $5 yellow-green seal
notes. Those serials appear on the table that accompanies this article.

Comparable data for the star notes does not exist because beginning
yearly serials of the stars were not reported. To get at the stars, we needed to
know when the seal colors changed during the 1937-1941 interval, and we
also needed serial number data for each of the star note printings. Using
both, we could make the cut.

Fortunately, someone in the numbering division at the BEP keep a
diary of the star press ruthrough August 1939, so we have the dates when
the critical serial numbers were printed. Using a large amount of star note
census data collected by Hodgson, supplemented with that collected by Yakes,
allowed us to identify a goodly sample of which printings had which color.
We also included the high "light seal" and low "dark seal" data from the
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Oakes-Schwartz catalog, recognizing that those data were imperfect.
Next we arranged all printings for all districts and denominations in

chronological order, and looked to see if the changeover would reveal itself.
Miraculously, it appeared to fall between two consecutive dates during which
Federal Reserve star notes were printed; specifically November 2 and December
6, 1937.

The joker here is that the only reported blue-green seal note printed on
December 6th is a "dark-green" serial listed in the Oakes-Schwartz catalog.
That key note is $10 Series of 1934 A00309090* printed on December 6, 1937,
in a run of 1,000 sheets numbered A00300001* through A00312000*.

The next oldest reported blue-green seal is $10 1934 C00209892*, reli-
ably observed by Hudgson and others, from a press run on January 27, 1938.

Obviously, A00309090* is a key note that we need to verify as to seal
color. Please advise if you have it.

For now, we are drawing the line between the vivid yellow-green and
blue-green star serials between the November 2 and December 6, 1937 print-
ings. This process yields the summary on the accompanying table.

If you haVe occasion to reread my articles on mules, etc., you will notice
that I previously stated that the changeover from yellow-green to blue-green
seals occurred in late 1938. This is a year too late, so if it matters to you, correct
those calls in those past articles. The error won't change the conclusions.

Last serial numbers printed on Federal Reserve Series of 1934 star notes and $5 regular notes with vivid yellow-green seals and serial
numbers.

District $5 regular $5 $10 $20 $50 $100

Boston A06 000 000A A00048000* A00300000* A00060000* A00008000* A00008000*
New York B14 832 000A 800108000* 800924000* B00132000* B00008000* 800008000*
Philadelphia C06 720 000A 000072000* 000180000* 000060000* 000008000* 000008000*
Cleveland D05 400 000A D00072000* D00228000* D00108000* D00008000* D00008000*
Richmond E04 992 000A E00060000* E00120000* E00072000* F00008000* E00004000*
Atlanta F12 000 000A F00120000* F00096000* F00036000* F00004000* F00004000*
Chicago G09 732 000A G000%000* G00468000* G00132000* G00008000* G00008000"
St. Louis H10 368 000A H00096000* 1100108000* H00048000* H00004000* 1100008000*
Minneapolis 104 920 000A 100048000* 100084000* 100036000* 100004000* 100004000*
Kansas City J03 000 000A 100048000* J00096000* J00036000* 100004000* 100004000*
Dallas K08 352 000A K00072000* K00072000* K00024000* K00004000* K00004000*
San Francisco L12 396 000A 100120000* 100216000* 100084000* L00008000* 100008000*

No Series of 1934 yellow-green seal $500 or $1000 star notes were printed.

The first Series of 1934 FRN star notes were New York $10s printed
October 15, 1934, namely B00000001*-B00024000*. We were surprised to
learn that the last Series of 1928 FRN stars were printed October 4, 1935, a year
later; specifically, Atlanta $20s F00076000*-F00080000*.

Clearly, the table presented here is a work in progress, so observations
you have that can validate or correct the data in the table will be most appreciat-
ed. Contact us through peterhuntoon@embargmail.com
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